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ABSTRACT 

In the recent years, the popularity and demand for the Near Field Communication (NFC) 

applications are skyrocketing. However, NFC is vulnerable to numerous networking attacks 

including relay attack. Current security protocols used in NFC technology is not adequate to 

provide sufficient security for all applications. In this work, we introduce a security based 

processing technique for NFC to help receivers protect their devices and data from several attacks. 

The proposed secure protocol for NFC consists of certificate based NFC Data Exchange Format 

(NDEF) message. The proposed protocol processes all incoming NDEF messages and then stores 

them in handset memory. The secure protocol checks the authenticity of the sender. In this work, 

we also explore NFC and Bluetooth technology by transferring different datafiles. 

Experiment results suggest that NFC technology helps save time and power when to 

compare with Bluetooth technology. While transferring a file size of 2.6 MB, NFC consumes 17.54 

watt/second less than what Bluetooth consumes. For a 1.6 MB file, NFC takes 13 seconds less 

than the time Bluetooth takes. Simulation results show that the proposed secure protocol can 

handle different sized NDEF messages efficiently. The processing time of the proposed protocol 

does not increase linearly as the record size increases. Although the average processing time due 

to the proposed protocol is slightly longer than the existing protocols, the proposed protocol offers 

better security over the existing protocols by detecting certificate modification, message 

modification, etc. The proposed secure protocol for NFC can be extended to implement the secure 

protocol in embedded chips. 
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CHAPTER 1 

  INTRODUCTION 

Uses of technologies are increasing day by day. New invention of technology gives a wide 

range of facilities; such a new invention in smartphone technology is Near Field Communication 

(NFC). Only by tapping two NFC-enabled devices, users can share data between them. According 

to the market research, 1.9 billion phones will be NFC enabled by 2018 [1]. NFC enabled devices 

became a challenge for non-NFC devices as NFC-enabled devices can provide sufficient facilities 

for daily life applications [2, 3]. This technology is very convenient and easy to use, so it becomes 

popular. People do not need any knowledge about the underlying technology of NFC as the 

communication starts automatically by simply bringing two devices together [4]. NFC technology 

is a big platform for users, as it helps to connect with different electronic devices by merely 

touching devices. 

1.1 Near Field Communication  

NFC technology operates at short-range wireless communication technology [4]. This 

technology uses the basic Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and some other relevant 

technologies [5, 6]. It operates at 13.56 MHz and supported data rates are 106, 212, 424, and 848 

Kbits per second [7]. NFC communication starts between two devices, called initiator and target. 

Initiator is responsible for starting communication, which is an active NFC device. Target can be 

either a Tag, RFID card, or an NFC device which responses the initiator’s requests [8]. 

1.2 Communication Modes of NFC  

 In NFC, there are two communication modes, which are active communication mode and 

passive communication mode. Devices, which can create its own Radio Frequency (RF), called 
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active devices such as mobile devices. A device that uses the other device’s RF is known as a 

passive device. At a time, only one device can transmit data. The second device can start 

transmission when the first device finishes its transmission [9].  

1.2.1 Active Communication Mode 

During active communication mode, both initiator and target devices communicate with 

each other by generating their own power supply. In this mode, both devices use their own 

generated RF field to enable the communication [8]. Figure 1 illustrates active communication 

between two NFC-enabled devices A and B. 

 

Figure 1. Active communication mode between two NFC-enabled devices. 

 

Here device A is an initiator and device B is a target. Devices A and B can generate their own RF 

to communicate with each other.  

1.2.2 Passive Communication Mode 

In passive communication mode, initiator device generates the RF field and the target 

device uses the electromagnetic field to power itself for communication. Figure 2 demonstrates 

the passive communication between two devices C and D. Here device C is active device and 

device D is a passive device. The communication follows the half-duplex mode [8]. 
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Figure 2. Passive communication mode between two devices. 

 

1.3 Operation Modes of NFC 

   NFC communication supports three types of devices: smartphones, NFC tags, and NFC 

readers. As of now, NFC forum has provided diverse specifications, such as  Logical Link Control 

Protocol (LLCP), NFC Tag types, NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF), NFC Record Type 

Definitions (RTDs), and so on [10]. NFC-Forum defines three operating modes depends on 

possible interaction styles, which are, Peer-to-peer mode, Reader/writer mode, and Card emulation 

mode [8].  

1.3.1 Peer-to-Peer Mode 

This operating mode supports a bidirectional connection between two NFC-enabled 

smartphones to transmit data [4]. Bidirectional means data can flow from right to left or left to 

right. In Figure 3, NFC interaction style is shown for the peer-to-peer mode. In this mode, both 

devices are Active devices. This mode allows NDEF Data Exchange Format to exchange data 

between the two devices. This mode uses Amplitude Shift Keying (ASK) modulation technique to 

exchange any kind of data such as business cards, digital photos, or any data specific to an 

application [9, 10]. 
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Figure 3. Peer-to-peer mode. 

1.3.2 Card Emulation Mode 

 In card emulation mode, smartphone behaves as a smart card. This mode is good for payment and 

ticketing applications [11]. This mode generally uses libraries of existing smart cards. For an 

example, behavior of an ISO-14443 Smartcard is simulated by using the NFC controller of a 

smartphone operating system [9]. The card emulation mode can be used, even when the NFC 

enable device is switched off by correct hardware implementation. Figure 4 shows the interaction 

of card emulation mode.  

 

Figure 4. Card emulation mode. 
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This figure demonstrates the card emulation mode between two devices. Here, NFC reader 

is an active device, which initiates the communication by using, ASK modulation technique. The 

passive device (smartphone) uses the load modulation technique to communicate with active 

device. 

1.3.3 Reader Writer Mode 

      In this mode, the smartphone can fetch information and write the information into a 

tag. In Reader/ Writer mode, sending device act as an active mode and receiving device act as a 

passive device. Figure 5 exhibits the interaction of two devices in reader/writer mode [1]. 

 

Figure 5. Reader writer mode. 

Figure 5 consists of active and passive device. The active device (smartphone) uses ASK 

modulation to communicate with the passive device (NFC Tag). On the other hand, NFC tag uses 

load modulation technique to communicate with the smartphone. Here, smartphone is an ignitor 

device and NFC tag is a target device. 

1.4 Background and Motivation 

Near Field Communication has great advantages over other similar technology. In 

comparison with other technologies (e.g., Bluetooth, WIFI, etc.), NFC is very fast and energy 
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efficient technology [5]. Moreover, as this technology integrated into mobile phones, it becomes 

very easy to use. Figure 6 represents some applications of NFC. Several NFC applications 

described below [12]: 

 

Figure 6. Different types of NFC applications [13]. 

 Contactless Token: NFC technology is used to retrieve some data from a passive token. 

The passive token could be a contactless Smart Card, a RFID label, or a key fob. The token could 

be physically included in a device without any electric connections to that device. It is important 

to notice that the only interface of the token is the contactless interface. The token cannot act as a 

communication link to a device and it cannot run any complex protocols. It is used primarily to 

store some data, which can be read by an active NFC device [12]. 

Ticketing / Micro Payment: NFC interface is used to transfer some valuable information 

in this application. The ticket or the micropayment data is stored in contactless Smart Card and 
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mobile phone. To perform a payment user taps the device to a reader, to check the received 

information and to process the payment. Besides reading application, the user device is able to 

perform a certain protocol with the reader [11]. In this application, NFC hardware chip in 

combination with a Smart Card chip is used, is called Secure NFC, though the NFC link is not 

secure. 

 Medical Applications: In the hospital, a system could be established that allows medical 

assistants to collect data from patients by simply touching their NFC-enabled bracelets. Doctor 

affixes an NFC health monitoring tag to patient’s skin. That tag sends streams of data about 

patients body temperature, sugar levels, and much more right to his smartphone, which then relays 

that data to the nurse. Those data could be automatically transferred to a database that stores the 

patient’s records permanently. NFC also provides health monitoring, controlling, and tracking 

systems [10].  

 Indoor Navigation System: NFC tags can also be used directly for positioning services. 

A system is presented that uses NFC tags spread over a building to provide seamless positioning 

and navigation indoors. When touching such tag with NFC-enabled device, a map with a marker 

at the current position is downloaded and displayed. The user can select a destination and the 

optimal route shown on the map [12]. 

 Educational Systems: Other prototypes illustrate the usage of NFC in the field of 

education. One example is building a contactless university examination system. Where, Courses 

and exam dates can be published on tagged smart posters [14]. Students register for a course, or 

an exam can get information by waving their NFC phone over the adequate poster.  
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NFC technology covers a wide range of applications such as healthcare, location, finance, 

social networking, entertainment, education, etc. NFC supports many applications for its different 

modes [10]. Users are getting advantages of this technology as they can save their time. Therefore, 

it is beneficial to study and improve NFC technology.  

1.5 Problem Description 

Although NFC is very convenient to use, recent studies show that this technology becomes 

a threat to users due to several attacks such as tag manipulation, spoofing, data insertion etc. Secure 

Element (SE) used in NFC technology is not able to give sufficient security for all applications of 

NFC. Current security protocols for NFC are not adequate and need to be improved. 

1.6 Contributions 

In our work, we introduce a security based processing technique for NFC, which helps the 

receivers to protect their devices and data from several attacks. Other major contributions include:  

 We propose a certificate based NDEF message format to identify the authenticity 

of the sender. 

 We use an alert system in our proposed protocol to monitor the whole process. This 

alert protocol terminates the whole process and provides an alert message to the peer entity if 

something goes wrong.  

 We develop a MATLAB simulation platform for the proposed secure protocol for 

NFC. This simulation platform can be used for the other NFC related research. 
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1.7 Thesis Organization 

The rest of the manuscript is organized as follows: 

In Chapter 2, we discuss NFC Technology in details and NFC data format. We also 

describe different types of attacks and probable solutions to those attacks.  

In Chapter 3, we introduce the proposed system, where we define the NFC-based data 

processing in a secure manner for the end users. 

In Chapter 4, we describe some of the system parameters and details of all the blocks used 

for this MATLAB code platform. 

In Chapter 5, we present experimental results with different case studies and compare the 

proposed architecture with the general architecture. 

In Chapter 6, we conclude our work and list some possible future extensions of this work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1  Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss different concepts related to NFC. Although NFC is a new area, 

number of work has been published. We summarize some selected articles related to this work.  

2.2 Security Concepts 

Cryptography allows two users to communicate in a secure manner, in the presence of third 

party. This communication happens by using the encryption technique. This technique can be 

achieved by sending the plain-text which is actually the original message. In this case, the message 

is encrypted with an encryption key, so that the generated message look different from the original 

message. The receiver side gets the original message by applying matching decryption key. It is 

very difficult for an attacker to get the original message without knowing the decryption key. The 

integrity, confidentiality, and authenticity are the three main keys to security, which gives a 

complete picture of the secure system [15]. 

  Confidentiality: This property assures that the unauthorized party cannot be able to get 

information, so only authorized people can access the information [15]. 

  Integrity: This term satisfies not to alter any data. Integrity gives the assurance that the 

data received is sent by an authorized entity [15] 

    Authenticity: Authentication is mainly a process that tells the system that the data which 

it receives that is coming from an authorized entity [15]. 

  Public Key Cryptography: Public-Key algorithms are asymmetric in nature that involves 

the use of two separate keys. It is mainly based on mathematical functions and provides 
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confidentiality and authenticity through its workflow [16]. In this process, one of the keys is known 

as a public key and other is known as a private key. Public-key cryptography can be used in two 

different ways depending on which key is using for encryption. In one method, message can be 

encrypted by the public key and decrypted by the private key. On the other hand, another method 

uses the private key for encryption and public key for decryption. 

  Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) Algorithm: In our proposed system, RSA is used as an 

encryption algorithm. RSA is a public-key cryptosystem and it is widely used for securing sensitive 

data. RSA algorithm uses two large prime numbers p and q. A modulus n is the factor of those two 

large numbers, which gives a link between public and private keys. The most complex part of RSA 

algorithm is to generate the public and private key. The sender knows the public key, which is, 

consists of the modulus n and a public exponent e. So, the public key can be expressed as, Public 

key = {e, n}. Now, the private key consists of modulus n and the private exponent d. The extended 

Euclidean algorithm is used to calculate the exponent d. The private key can be expressed as, 

Private Key = {d, n}. The RSA keys are 1024 or 2048 bit long, so the computation becomes very 

difficult for the attacker [16]. 

    Hash Function:  Input of cryptography hash function known as message and output is 

known as a hash value or message digest. Hash value generation is a very quick process. Without 

changing the hash value message modification is infeasible. In this process, two different message 

cannot give the same hash value. Cryptography hash function also used in digital signature 

application. An important property of a hash function is, it gives the message integrity. SHA1, 

MD5 are some hash functions, which are widely used in different fields of security to provide 

message integrity [17]. 
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   X.509 Certificates: Trusted certification authority (CA) creates Certificates. Any user 

who has the access to the public key of the CA can only verify the certificate. Figure 7 illustrates 

the X.509 digital certificate structure. Which includes the following elements [18]. 

 

Figure 7. X.509 Certificate format. 

  Version: This field defines which version of the certificate used by the CA or user. 

 Serial number: This integer value is unique for every certificate. CA issues this value. 
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 Signature algorithm identifier: This field used to sign the certificate with any other 

associated parameters. 

 Issuer name: It indicates who issue that certificate. Generally, CA created and signed 

this certificate. 

 Period of validity: This shows how long the certificate is valid. 

 Subject name: To whom the CA refers the certificate. 

 Subject’s public- key information: This field stores identifier of the algorithm and 

public key of subject with associated parameters.   

   Issuer unique identifier: It is an optional field, which presents the unique identity of 

CA. 

 Subject unique identifier: An optional bit string field represents the unique identity of 

CA. 

 Extensions:  Represents one or more extension field. 

 Signature: It contains the hash code of other fields encrypted with the CA’s private 

key.  

    Digital Signature: Digital signature (DS) holds public key cryptography. In the generation 

of DS, at first, message is created and then SHA-1 is used to generate 160-bit hash code of 

message. This hash code encrypted by sender’s private key using RSA algorithm. The hash value 

then prepended to the message. After getting this message, the receiver decrypts the message with 

RSA and recovers the hash code. The receiver generates a new hash code for the message and 

compares it with the decrypted hash code. If both hash values match, the message accepted as 

authentic [19]. 
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2.3  NFC Communication Layers 

The layers of communication system are best described by Open System Interconnection 

(OSI) model. OSI model divides the functionality of the system into 7 layers. More Information 

of OSI model can be found in [20]. In Figure 8, we show the OSI Layers. As we already discussed 

different modes of NFC in Chapter 1, in this section we show a comparison between the OSI layers 

and NFC communication layers for different modes with Protocol Stack.  

 

  Figure 8. The OSI layer. 

  Peer-Peer Mode: In this mode, two devices are an active device; means both have their 

own power supply. Figure 9 shows the NFC communication layers respectively. 

 Physical Layer: The RF interface of the peer-to-peer mode is standardized by ISO/IEC 

18092 as Near Field Communication Interface and Protocol (NFCIP)-1. The NFCIP-

1 protocol allows error handling, data flow, reliable, and error-free communication in 

the link layer [21]. 
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       Figure 9. NFC communication layer and protocol stack 

                            of peer-to-peer communication mode. 

 Datalink Layer: The NFC Forum has standardized Logical Link Control Protocol 

(LLCP) to enhance the functionality of NFCIP-1 [13]. Therefore, to support peer-to-

peer communication between two NFC-enabled devices LLCP provides 

connectionless transport, connection-oriented transport, supervision, deactivation, and 

protocol multiplexing. Simple NDEF Exchange Protocol (SNEP) has a great impact 

on this mode [22]. It allows exchanging NDEF messages with other NFC enable 

device and provide reliable data exchange by using the LLCP connection-oriented 

transport mode [21]. 

 Application Layer: This mode allows diverse applications for its highly standardized 

nature. One of the novel application is, NFC combined with Bluetooth technology to 

transfer data [21]. 
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Reader-Writer Mode: This mode operates in passive mode, where one device is active 

device and another device is passive. The active device generates the electromagnetic wave and 

energizes the passive device for further communication. In figure 10, we exhibit NFC 

communication layers for this mode. 

        

   Figure 10. NFC communication layer and protocol stack of  

reader-writer communication mode. 

 Physical Layer: RF layer of the NFC communication is based on the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO)/IEC 14443 and JIS X 6319-4 Felica 

contactless smart card standards. Analog specification, digital protocol specification, 

and activity specification are other specifications for this layer.  

 Datalink Layer: This operating mode allows a smartphone to read NFC Forum 

mandated tag types, like Types 1-4. NDEF and Record Type Definitions (RTDs) form 

is used by NFC forum to read and write the data in the tag. Data link layer deals with 

those operations [21]. 
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 Application Layer: Reader/writer mode has their own data exchange format for 

different smartphone applications. Moreover, Smart poster applications are examples 

of NDEF-based application. 

Card Emulation Mode: NFC-enabled mobile devices, behave like a standard smart card 

in this mode. NFC communication layers for this mode are shown in Figure 11.  

            

Figure 11. NFC communication layer and the protocol stack of  

card emulation communication mode. 

 Physical and Datalink Layer: The RF layer is based on both ISO/IEC 14443 

Contactless Smart Card and JIS X 6319-4 Felica standards. It uses digital protocol and 

analog techniques similar to smart cards. It uses the NFC Forum’s analog, digital 

protocol, and activity specifications for the physical layer. 

 Application Layer: Card emulation mode includes proprietary contactless card 

applications, which are based on ISO/IEC 14443 Type A, Type B, and Felica 

communication interfaces [21]. 

2.4 NFC Architecture in Smartphone 

NFC Smartphone consists of many integrated circuits, Host Controller, Secure Element, 

NFC Controller, and interfaces of NFC. The communication components of NFC are NFC 
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Controller, NFC antenna, and NFC Contactless Front-End (CLF). In Figure 12, those components 

are shown along with the Secure Element. 

 

Figure 12. General architecture of NFC-enabled smartphone. 

  NFC Controller: NFC forum defined NFC Controller Interface (NCI), which is the link 

between the Air Interface, Host-Controller, and Secure Element. The NFC Controller can 

modulate, demodulate signals, and process them according to support the three modes of operation 

[4]. 

  NFC Antenna: The NFC Antenna is uses for receiving and transmitting enough radio 

signals. Many studies are performed to enhance the operating distance and performance of NFC 

antenna so that it can provide better communication [21]. 

  Secure Element: NFC architecture has a Secure Element (SE), which serve Trusted 

Execution Environment (TEE). NFC technology has large numbers of applications, which needs 
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storing of secure data and processing sensitive data. Smart cards provide these requirements. 

Therefore, SE is integrated on the smart card to keep all the private data secure [14]. SE can receive 

data requests from all applications but cannot initialize any application on its own for returning 

responses. ISO7816 standardized commands are used by the SE to give response for applications 

[23]. There are several types of SE available, which are enlisted below: 

 Universal Integrated Circuit Cards (UICC): Smart cards use in smartphones are known 

as Universal Integrated Circuit Cards (UICCs) also called as Subscriber Identity 

Module (SIM). SE is introduced to the UICCs to support multiple applications on the 

smart card. UICC can use information contained on the SIM (such as the unique serial 

number and the international mobile subscriber identity (IMSI)) to link to an individual 

consumer. This provides an additional layer of security. Because the Mobile Network 

Operator (MNO) owns and controls the SIM, a mobile operating system has restricted 

access to the secure element in the mobile device [21]. 

 Embedded SE: This type of SE is integrated into the smartphone in its manufacturing 

process [21]. As the secure elements are built into mobile devices during the 

manufacturing process, they are relatively tamper-proof and less costly. It has some 

disadvantages, such as not portable and difficult to transfer payment applications and 

credentials between handsets. 

 Micro SD SE: The third option is to put the secure element in a microSD card, which 

is a memory card, used to store data. The consumer can insert the microSD card into 

his existing mobile smartphone to begin the transaction or data sharing. Disadvantages 

of this SE are it has weak radio signal [21]. 
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2.5 NFC Specifications 

NFC has different tag formats and message formats. NFC tag formats mainly define 

different types of tags use in NFC technology. NDEF Message format use by NFC technology to 

transfer data between two devices [24]. 

  NFC Tag Formats: As NFC tags follow the international standard (ISO14443) and have 

low priced so it becomes compatible with many existing contact-less smart cards. There are four 

types of NFC tags. 

 Type 1 Tag: The Operation Specification for this tag is based on ISO/IEC 14443A. 

Memory availability of this tag is 96 bytes and can be expanded to 2 Kbyte. These 

types of tags are re-writable [24, 25]. 

 Type 2 Tag: This tag is based on ISO/IEC 14443A. These tags are re-writable and 

users can configure it for read-only. This type of tags has 48 bytes of memory 

availability and can be expanded up to 2 Kbyte [24, 25].  

 Type 3 Tag: These types of tags support large memory up to 1 Mbyte. These tags are 

specified based on the Japanese Industrial Standard (JIS) X 6319-4, which is also 

known as Felica [24, 25]. 

 Type 4 Tag: Type 4 Tag is fully compatible with the ISO/IEC 14443 standard series. 

These tags are configured as readable, re-writable, or read-only. Memory capacity is 

up to 32 Kbytes per service [24, 25]. 

  NDEF Message Format: Data is transferred between two NFC enabled devices by NDEF 

message format. It is standardized by the NFC forum. This NFC data exchange format is used for 

all modes [25]. NDEF follows a binary message format where one or more application payloads 
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can be encapsulated into a single message [26]. An NDEF message contains one or more NDEF 

Records and Signature Record. In Figure 13, it is shown that Signature Record1 signs Record 1, 

Record 2, and Record 3. 

 

Figure 13. NDEF message format. 

Record of NDEF message consists of header and payload. The structure of the record is shown in 

Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. NFC record content. 

 Message Begin (MB): It is a 1-bit field indicates the start of an NDEF message. 

 Message End (ME): ME is 1-bit field indicates the end of NDEF message. 

 Chunk Flag (CF): This flag indicates the first record chunk or middle record chunk of 

an NDEF message.  

 Short Record (SR): It is a 1-bit field defines the size of the payload. 

 ID Length field (IL): This field indicates the presence of ID_ Length field. The IL is 

set means ID_Length field is present in the header, otherwise ID_Length field is 

omitted from the record header. 
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 Type Name Format (TNF):  It is a 3-bit defined field. Eight TNF’s are standardized 

which are empty type, NFC Forum well-known type, media type, absolute URI type, 

NFC Forum external type, unknown type, unchanged type, and reserve type.  

 Type Length: It represents the unsigned length of Type field. 

 ID_Length: This field represents the length of ID field. 

 Payload_Length: This field specifies the unsigned length of Payload field. 

 Type:  It indicates the type of the payload. 

 ID: It is an optional field. 

 Payload: It contains the data. 

  NFC Record Type Definition: NFC forum Specifies rules for standard record types. The 

RTD specification provides efficient record formats for new applications and gives the opportunity 

to users to create their own applications [10]. 

 Text Record Type: It consists of simple text. These texts mainly tag another record, 

indicate the records content, and function. 

 URI Record Type: Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) record specifies an Internet 

address, and e-mail address, a telephone number or an SMS message [10]. 

 Smart Poster: This Record Type is an extension of URI Record Type. This type 

provides more descriptive information of URI type. 

 Generic Control: It provides a common framework of any control activity [10]. 

 Signature Record Type: This Record Type provides the authenticity of an NDEF 

message. 
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 Connection Handover: This Type handover the NFC connection to other 

communication technology through the higher data carrier (e.g. Bluetooth, Wi-Fi). 

2.6 NFC Security Concerns 

NFC services are available in everywhere and become very popular among present 

technology. As NFC has, different types of operating modes so there are several unique attacks in 

those operating modes. As it stores some personal information, credit card number, and other 

personal stuff records, so it needs to be more secure in every application. NFC-based systems are 

threatening to its various applications [27].  

  Security Concerns in NFC Tag: In Reader/Writer mode NFC Tags are used for 

transferring data. Either data can be written in the tag or data can be read from the tag. The common 

attacks of NFC Tag are summarized as follows: 

 Spoofing Attack: These types of attack are commit by providing false information to 

the end user. It seems like valid to them. Some of the spoofing attacks are URI 

spoofing, URL spoofing, phone call spoofing, and message spoofing. In URI spoofing, 

by hiding the real URI the attacker take advantage of the weakness of GUI of mobile 

phones. When the attacker stores some malicious or fake URL on a smart poster, it is 

known as URL spoofing [7]. Similar way the fake phone number and messages are 

stored into the smart poster, which attacks are known as phone call spoofing and 

message spoofing respectively. 

 Denegation of Service (DOS) Attack: DOS attacks can cause the mobile phone to 

crash by using a malformed NDEF messages. This attack suspends the NFC service 

by flooding malicious requests to secure chip [5]. If that vulnerable application is use 
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in the mobile device, it starts rebooting every time and users give up of using the 

services to avoid the unnecessary interruption.  

 Tag Replacement and Tag Hiding: Overwrite the tag with malicious data and replacing 

a malicious tag on the original tag is the intention of attackers. This way tag 

replacement and tag hiding attacks are done by attackers [21]. 

  Security Concerns in NFC Communication: During the NFC-based communication; 

many attacks take place. Those attacks are vulnerable to NFC technology. Here, we listed some of 

the attacks. 

 Eavesdropping: This attack can happen while two users communicate with each other 

over NFC channel [10, 28]. Eavesdropping attack is a process where the attacker 

mainly uses a powerful antenna to receive the data from a long distance. 

 Data Corruption: In this case, attacker disturbs the communication so that the receiver 

is not able to understand that the other device sends the data. Data corruption achieved 

by eavesdropping and DoS attack as explained earlier [28]. 

 Data Modification: Data modification attack happen when an attacker changes the 

content of the original data with incorrect data and the receiver will receive the valid 

but modified data. This attack is feasible for all bits of Manchester coding and certain 

bits of Miller coding Amplitude Shift keying. Therefore, for this type of attack attacker 

should be expertise on radio communication field and ASK modulation [7, 28]. 

 Data Insertion: Attacker inserts unwanted and additional messages into the NFC 

communication while data being exchanged between two devices. This attack can be 

achieved only when the communication lasts for a long time [28]. 
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 Man in the Middle (MIM) Attack: In this attack scenario, the third party tricks the 

other two party when they want to share data with each other. If there are three devices 

such as Device A, device B, and device C where device A and Device B wants to share 

some data between them. Device A and Device B are convinced by Device C that they 

talk with each other whereas actually Device C retrieves all the data from them. 

Executing of this type attacks are very hard in this communication system [29]. 

  Security Concerns in NFC Secure Element:  Secure element has direct access to some 

data of the device, and those data can eavesdrop by the attacker and the attacker gets access to that 

device. Skimming and token cloning attacks also come through secure elements. Some other 

attacks are listed below. 

 Relay Attack: This attack performs by installing a malicious application to the NFC 

enabled device. The attacker uses network communication to relay the data [16]. 

 Applet Based Attack: If some erroneous code injects to the SE applet, then the 

smartphone application cannot provide the PIN protection to the device. 

2.7 Solutions for NFC Vulnerabilities 

NFC is a very new technology, so it is very vulnerable in terms of security. As there are 

various attacks in this field, researchers also try to find solutions for them. In this section, we 

discuss some of the probable solutions of those attacks. 

  Solutions for NFC Tags Attacks: There are many solutions to protect tags from 

vulnerable attack. One of the research demonstrated a cryptographic challenge-response protocol, 

which is based on Public Key Cryptography (PKC) and Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [29]. This 

protocol is capable of detecting modification and cloned tag cases. Other study design a security 
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enabled passive tag, which supports the authentication and encryption/decryption using symmetry 

cryptography [29] 

  Solutions for NFC Communication Attacks: One solution shows distributed key systems 

on multiple frames to avoid eavesdropping. To avoid data insertion target, need to respond 

immediately to further communication or need to monitor the channel continuously. For data 

corruption, data modification, and man in the middle attack there are no such solutions, which can 

protect the attacks [16]. 

Solutions for NFC Secure Element Attacks: Recent study shows a smart authentication 

framework that determines the security scale of a device based on user’s previous activities. In this 

case, it checks the corresponding security level of applications with the current security level; it 

matches then allows the data communication without authentication. If the security level is not 

matched with the device security level then the authentication framework uses voice recognition, 

fingerprint, and face recognition, password or PIN. Another study uses steganography, 

cryptography, and graphical password to present a secure two-factor authentication system [16]. 

2.8 Summary 

In this chapter, we discuss different types of security measurements and various NFC 

specifications. As NFC supports many applications, it needs better security. We also discuss NDEF 

message format and NFC architecture in a smartphone. Moreover, literature survey shows that the 

near field communication is very much vulnerable for different kinds of attacks. Some attacks are 

malicious for the users as the attacker can misuse those stolen data for their benefits. Moreover, 

sometimes attacker injects some malicious data in the device, which may damage the device. 

Figure 15 indicates an example of current system’s problem.  
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Figure 15. Malicious NDEF message, not detected by the general system.  

Figure 15 illustrates that, existing system stores data (comes through NDEF messages) directly 

into handset memory without any checking. Thus, it is harmful for devices and users. Therefore, 

it is clear that we need more security concern to overcome those problems. We hope this discussion 

will help to understand our proposed secure protocol (proposed in the next chapter) better. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROPOSED SECURE PROTOCOL FOR NFC 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we introduce our proposed architecture, working principle, and block 

diagram of the secure protocol.  

In this research, we propose a certificate based NDEF message and a secure protocol that 

gives a secure environment to NFC related communication. The proposed secure protocol mainly 

processes the whole receive certificate based NDEF message on the receiver side, and then store 

data in handset memory. Figure 16 exemplify the basic work function of our proposed protocol. 

The proposed secure protocol processes entire incoming NDEF message; while processing, if it 

finds any malicious data, it discards the data and terminates the whole process. 

 

Figure 16. Malicious NDEF message is detected by the  

proposed secure protocol. 
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In this chapter, we explain the proposed secure protocol in detail using the block diagram and 

workflow of the proposed architecture. 

3.2 Proposed Certificate Based NDEF Message 

The certificate is a very important parameter to check the authenticity of a user. In our 

proposed NDEF message, we introduce a certificate record part. This certificate record part 

contains a authenticate certificate which is provided by a certificate authority. In Figure 17, we 

introduce the certificate based NDEF message. 

  

Figure 17. Certificate record based proposed NDEF message. 

The proposed NDEF message contents Certificate Record, Record 1, and Signature Record 1. An 

NDEF message can contain many records. The content of header is same as record header of 
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standard NDEF message, mentioned in Chapter 2. Existing Type Name Format (TNF) does not 

have any standardized type for the certificate. Reserved type (i.e., TNF) is considered here for the 

proposed system. The payload of certificate record contains the original certificate of a particular 

tag. 

Record 1 in the proposed NDEF message contains the same content like original NDEF 

record. Records can be many but for simplicity here, we only show one record. Signature record1 

is the signature, which signs the record one. 

3.3 Proposed Secure Protocol Based Architecture 

 The general architecture of a Smartphone has been discussed previously; where we 

mention how NFC chip is connected in the general smartphone architecture. We also mentioned 

the problems of secure element and discuss some attacks. Those attacks generally come through 

SE or handset memory. In the existing system, NDEF message processing starts after storing data 

in the device. If the malicious data is already in the main memory, it is harmful to the device. Our 

proposed architecture overcomes some drawbacks of the existing system. 

In our proposed architecture, NFC chip is connected with the secure protocol. Whenever 

data comes through the NFC chip, at first secure protocol block check data and decide whether it 

stores data or discard data from the device. This secure protocol gives an extra layer of security in 

NFC-enabled smartphone. Figure 18 shows, secure protocol based Architecture of NFC-enabled 

smartphone. 
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   Figure 18. Block diagram of the secure protocol based  

NFC-enabled smartphone architecture. 

The secure protocol has a processing stack, which is based on handshake protocol, certificate 

verification block, signature verification block, and alert messages. The processing stack of  the 

secure protocol is shown in Figure 19.  

 

Figure 19. Secure protocol processing stack. 
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This secure protocol processes the proposed certificate based NDEF message. The protocol 

stack starting from handshake protocol then verifies the certificate and finally verifies the 

signature. Alert protocol monitors other three processes. If something goes, wrong alert protocol 

shows the alert message and terminates the connection. 

  Handshake Protocol: As NDEF message consists of several records so it sends its records 

one by one. The proposed protocol has a check-point for certificate verification. Therefore, for the 

proposed system at first, we need a certificate from sender device and then the records, which 

contain actual data. To maintain all the sequences of records we use general networking handshake 

protocol for our proposed protocol. 

 Handshake protocol handles that sequences.  

 This protocol also notifies the sender about the acknowledgment of getting certificate 

and data. 

NFC has three operating modes, for reader-writer mode acknowledgement of handshake 

protocol is not required. In this mode, the information or data come from the tag at a time so 

handshake protocol can initiate the connection to get the data but the acknowledgement is not 

needed for the tag.  

3.3.1 Certificate Verification Block 

This block verifies the certificate of the tag. The certificate contains various information of 

tags. Certificate authority provides certificates to the authorized tag users. Here, is a sample 

certificate format shown: 
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Certificate=['Version_2.0', 'CerSerialNo.', 'Algorithm', 'Parameter', 'IssuerName', 'MfgDate', 

'ExpiryDate', 'SubjectName', 'SubAlgorithm', 'SubParameter', 'IssuerUniIdentifier' 

,'SubUniqueIdentifier']; 

In this research, we consider numeric certificate. Numeric certificate contains only 

numbers to represent certificate fields. An example certificate shown in below. 

Certificate= ['2' '1' '456' '00' '777' '010207' '010217' '1' '456' '00' '11245' '145698']; 

The first field of above example represents ‘2’ as version_2.0, ‘1’ as CerSerialNo of sample 

certificate format and so on.  

 Certificate verification process compares every field of received certificate with the 

stored certificate.  

 If any mismatch occurs in this process, alert protocol sends alert messages to the user 

and terminates the process. 

3.3.2 Improved Signature Verification Block  

This block verifies the signature of NDEF messages. When NDEF messages arrive in this 

block, it processes data and the signature part separately. In next step, it computes the hash value 

of message and signature. If two hash values are same then the signature is verified and data 

store in handset memory, otherwise discard data through the alert protocol. 

3.3.3 Customized Alert Protocol  

This protocol mainly monitors all other processes. The alert protocol contains many 

messages, which are listed below. 

 No certificate: If no appropriate certificate not available. 

 Bad certificate: A received certificate corrupt. 
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 Certificate expires: A certificate expires. 

 Certificate unknown: If certificate parameters not match. 

 Data Corrupted: Digital signature not matched. 

3.4 Working Principle of the Proposed Architecture  

Our proposed secure protocol processes NDEF message through it, and decides whether 

data are going to save in the handset memory or not. Now, the working principle of the proposed 

secure protocol is shown in Figure 20. The working flow of each block gives a clear idea of the 

proposed method. Here we need to consider two NFC-enabled devices, which is NFC device 1 and 

NFC device 2. We are assuming NFC device 1 wants to get data from NFC device 2. Therefore, 

after getting the data how does NFC device 1 process the data through the proposed architecture 

is discussed step-by-step. 
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Figure 20. Workflow of secure protocol. 

First Step: The handshake protocol initiates the process by asking for a certificate to the 

NFC device 2. 

Second Step: After getting the certificate it compares the certificate and if it matches with 

the stored certificate then handshake protocol sends an acknowledgment to the NFC device 

2 and asks for sending data. Here data means the record part of NDEF message. During 

certificate verification, if the process is not able to validate the certificate it gives an alert 

message through the alert protocol and terminates the communication. 
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Third Step: NFC device 1 gets data and process the data through signature verification 

block. Here it verifies the signature. If signature matched then it stores data otherwise, it 

discards data and shows alert message through the alert protocol. 

3.4.1 Creation of Certificate-Based NDEF Message 

The secure protocol processes the proposed certificate based NDEF message. Generation 

of the proposed NDEF message is shown in Figure 21. 

Here, the message can be URI record, text record etc. At first, the signature record is 

generated via signing the message with the digital signature algorithm (DSA). Here, the RSA is 

used for creating private and public key. SHA-1 hash function is used to generate a digital signature 

of the input message. Then, the certificate of a tag is appended to the NDEF message, which is 

stored in a certificate record field. A Certificate authority (CA) gives the certificate to a particular 

tag. 
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Figure 21. Generation of Certificate based NDEF Message. 

3.4.2 Work Flow of Certificate Verification Block 

This block gives assurance about the authentic user. As the CA provides the certificate to 

the users so certificate is a trusted entity. The certificate block of the proposed architecture verifies 

about the trusted sender. The certificate verification process is shown below in Figure 22. 
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Figure 22. Workflow of certificate verification block. 

First Step: Receiver side gets the certificate and decrypts it with the stored public key. If 

the attacker made a new certificate and send malicious data, the certificate cannot be 

decrypt by the secure protocol and it terminates the whole process through the alert 

protocol. 

Second Step: Compare the received certificate with the stored certificate. During step 2 if 

the process fails in comparison, it terminates the process and alert protocol sends an alert 

message to the user to notify the situation. 
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3.4.2 Work Flow of Signature Verification Block 

This block verifies the signature of NDEF message. NDEF message contains certificate 

record, records, and signature of that record. The signature verification block processes whole 

NDEF message and compares the hash value of record and signature. If the hash value matched 

then store data, otherwise discard the data and send a message through the alert protocol. Figure 

23 shows the working flow of signature verification block. Data processing steps for signature 

verification block are discussed below. 

 

Figure 23. Workflow of signature verification block. 
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First Step: The whole message decrypted by RSA algorithm with the public key of the 

user. Then the message part and encrypted hash value of the whole message are separate 

for further process. Next, a hash value is generated for the message part using the SHA-1 

algorithm. 

Second Step: This step compares the generated hash value of a record with the decrypted 

stored hash value. If the value is not changed then the message is considered as original, 

and stores the message in the handset memory. If the comparison does not match then it 

discards data and terminates the connection through the alert protocol. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

In this chapter, we present experimental details to evaluate our proposed secure protocol 

for NFC. We describe assumptions, tools, input-output parameters, different certificate, and digital 

signature creation, which are used in this experiment. 

4.1 Assumptions 

Following assumptions are made in this experiment: 

 The reader knows the public key of the certificate, which is issued by CA. 

 The public key of signature record is stored in the certificate field. 

 Original certificates are stored in the secure protocol. 

 The first record of NDEF message contains a certificate. 

4.2 Experimental Setups 

We perform two sets of experiments. First set of experiments are real-time data transfer 

between two devices to compare NFC and Bluetooth technology. Another set is simulation of the 

proposed secure protocol on MATLAB. 

 In our first set of experiments, we consider Asus Google Nexus 7 Tablet and Samsung 

Galaxy Note 3 Neo to transfer some data between them. Both devices use the Android 

version 5.1.1. Figure 24 shows, the setup of equipment to collect results. At first, we 

enable Bluetooth and send some files from one device to another device. Then we 

enable NFC of both devices and send same files between them.  
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Figure 24. NFC enabled Tablet and Smartphone used for implantations Results in 

CAPPLAB. 

 

 For the second set of experiment, develop MATLAB based simulation program for 

our proposed secure protocol. We use NDEF messages to run the process. The process 

checks the certificate of NFC sender and a digital signature of messages. We make 

few certificates and a digital signature of data and then process through the proposed 

MATLAB-based system.  

4.3 Input-Output Parameters 

It is very important to provide information about inputs outputs parameters in any 

experiment. Here we enlist different parameters for our experiments.   

 4.3.1   File Transfer Using NFC and Bluetooth 

We use different JPEG and MP4 files with various sizes as inputs to transfer from one 

device to the other. During the experiment, we calculate file transfer time and power consumption 

as outputs. 
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4.3.2  Simulation Program 

Input parameters for the simulation program are NDEF messages and certificates of 

different sizes. We obtain processing times and different alert messages for threats as outputs. 

4.4 Tools Used 

MATLAB is a cross development platform for different engineering fields. We use 

MATLAB version R2014b. The proposed secure protocol develops in MATLAB to evaluate its 

effectiveness. We use MATLAB programming console to develop the proposed system and 

general secure element based system. 
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CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, we present some experimental results to evaluate our proposed secure 

protocol for NFC. Firstly, we present file transfer time and power consumption due to Bluetooth 

and NFC. Secondly, we discuss processing time of the proposed secure protocol due to simulation. 

Finally, we compare current secure element based NFC system with the proposed system. 

5.1 Transfer Time and Power Consumption due to NFC and Bluetooth 

Different sized JPEG and MP4 files are used to measure transfer time and power 

consumption differences between NFC and Bluetooth technology. In this experiment, Asus Google 

Nexus 7 tab and Samsung Galaxy Note 3 Neo smartphone are used to transfer data. In Table 1, we 

show transfer time comparison of NFC and Bluetooth by transferring different sizes JPEG files.  

TABLE 1 

TRANSFER TIME DUE TO NFC AND BLUETOOTH FOR JPEG FILES 

TYPE OF 

FILE 

 FILE SIZE 

(kb) 

TIME 

TAKEN BY 

NFC (sec) 

TIME 

TAKEN BY 

BLUETOOTH 

(sec) 

TIME 

SAVEING 

(sec) 

JPEG 174 15 18 3 

JPEG 1600 26 39 13 

JPEG 4600 53 61 8 
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TABLE 1 (continued) 

TYPE OF 

FILE 

 FILE SIZE 

(kb) 

TIME 

TAKEN BY 

NFC (sec) 

TIME 

TAKEN BY 

BLUETOOTH 

(sec) 

TIME 

SAVEING 

(sec) 

JPEG 9100 102 109 7 

JPEG 12500 140 144 4  

 

Table 1 represents five different sizes JPEG files and corresponding transfer time for NFC and 

Bluetooth. In each case, NFC saves a reasonable amount of time. Moreover, Figure 25 shows the 

graphical representation of Table 1. 

 

Figure 25. Transfer time due to NFC and Bluetooth for jpeg files. 
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Figure 23 demonstrates; file transfer time for NFC and Bluetooth. To send 4600 bytes JPEG file 

NFC takes 53 seconds whereas Bluetooth takes 61 seconds. Therefore, NFC saves 8 seconds in 

this case. Different sizes JPEG files and their corresponding transfer time for NFC and Bluetooth 

are shown in Figure 23. This figure reflects NFC takes lesser time in all cases compare to 

Bluetooth. 

In Table 2, we consider different sizes MP4 files to compare transmission time of NFC and 

Bluetooth. 

TABLE 2. 

TRANSFER TIME DUE TO NFC AND BLUETOOTH FOR MP4 FILES 

TYPE OF 

FILE 

 FILE SIZE 

(kb) 

TIME 

TAKEN BY 

NFC (sec) 

TIME TAKEN 

BY BLUETOOTH 

(sec) 

TIME 

SAVEING 

(sec) 

MP4 2600 26 34 8 

MP4 5300 62 74 12 

MP4 5700 59 74 15 

MP4 11700 138 142 4 

MP4 26800 290 303 13 
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This table illustrates the time required by NFC and Bluetooth for five different MP4 files. It is 

observed from Table 2 that NFC is efficient then Bluetooth. Figure 26 shows, the graphical 

representation of the time required by NFC and Bluetooth. 

        

Figure 26. Transfer time due to NFC and Bluetooth for MP4 files. 

The output states that NFC takes less time to transfer files. Figure 26 affirms NFC needs 59 seconds 

for sending the MP4 file (5700 bytes) but Bluetooth needs 74 seconds. Therefore, NFC saves more 

time rather than Bluetooth. 

Further, we analyze the power consumption due to NFC and Bluetooth for different files. 

Table 3 illustrates the power consumption due to NFC and Bluetooth. 
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TABLE 3. 

POWER CONSUMPTION DUE TO NFC AND BLUETOOTH FOR JPEG FILES 

 

TYPE OF 

FILE 

FILE SIZE 

(kb) 

POWER 

CONSUMED 

BY NFC  

(w/sec) 

POWER 

CONSUMED 

BY 

BLUETOOTH  

(w/sec) 

POWER 

CONSUMPTION 

(w/sec) 

JPEG 174 0.8325 1.998 1.173 

JPEG 1600 1.43 4.329 2.899 

JPEG 4600 2.9415 6.771 3.8295 

JPEG 9100 5.661 12.099 6.438 

JPEG 12500 7.77 15.984 8.214  

 

Similarly, we use five different sizes JPEG file to calculate the power consumption of NFC and 

Bluetooth. Table 3 provides information about different sizes JPEG file and record how much 

power is consumed by NFC and Bluetooth. Also, demonstrate that NFC saves more power rather 

than Bluetooth. A graphical representation of Table 3 is shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 27. Power consumption comparison due to NFC and Bluetooth for JPEG files. 

Figure 27 represents five different file sizes and their corresponding power consumptions by both 

technologies. The Figure illustrate, NFC consume less power than Bluetooth to send a file. 

Table 4 shows the power consumption comparison due to NFC and Bluetooth by 

transferring five different sizes MP4 files. 
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TABLE 4. 

POWER CONSUMPTION DUE TO NFC AND BLUETOOTH FOR MP4 FILES 

TYPE OF 

FILE 

FILE SIZE 

(kb) 

POWER 

CONSUMED 

BY NFC  

(w/sec) 

POWER 

CONSUMED 

BY 

BLUETOOTH 

(w/sec) 

POWER 

CONSUMPTION 

(w/sec) 

MP4 2600 1.443 3.774 2.331 

MP4 5300 3.441 8.214 4.773 

MP4 5700 3.2745 8.214 4.9395 

MP4 11700 7.659 15.762 8.103 

MP4 26800 16.095 33.633 17.538 

 

This experiment shows that the MP4 files are transferred between two devices (Google Nexus 7 

tab and Samsung Galaxy Note 3 Neo smartphone). Here, data are collected to compare NFC and 

Bluetooth technology. Table 4 shows that NFC saves power over Bluetooth. In Figure 28, a 

graphical representation of Table 4 is shown. 
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Figure 28. Power consumption comparison due to NFC and Bluetooth for MP4 files. 

 Figure 28 demonstrates the comparison of power consumption by NFC and Bluetooth with 

varying sizes (bytes). The power consumption of Bluetooth increases linearly with size (bytes) 

over NFC. 
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NDEF message is constant but the certificate size changes every time. The resultant Processing 

time for this condition is shown in Table 5. 

TABLE 5. 

PROCESSING TIME FOR DIFFERENT CERTIFICATE SIZE 

RECORD SIZE IN 

(byte) 

CERTIFICATE 

SIZE (byte) 

PROCESSING TIME 

(sec) 

136 78 0.2386 

136 112 0.291213 

136 148 0.360012 

136 190 0.396448 

136 258 0.432667 

136 336 0.485364 

136 414 0.53132 

136 492 0.579986 

136 570 0.624698 

136 648 0.671232 
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TABLE 5 (continued) 

RECORD SIZE IN 

(byte) 

CERTIFICATE 

SIZE IN (byte) 

PROCESSING TIME 

(sec) 

136 726 0.721546 

136 804 0.782001 

136 882 0.831257 

136 960 0.884891 

136 1038 0.944785 

 

 In the above table, the first column illustrates data size of 136 Bytes, which is constant for every 

case. The second column presents different certificate size (78- 1038 bytes) and the third column 

represents total processing time for certificate size changes. Now, the graphical representation of 

certificate size vs processing time is shown in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. Certificate size vs total processing time. 
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An alternative graphical representation is shown in Figure 30.  

 

Figure 30. Certificate size vs total processing time (a). 
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TABLE 6 

PROCESSING TIME FOR DIFFERENT RECORD SIZES 

DATA SIZE 

(byte) 

CERTIFICATE SIZE 

(byte) 

PROCESSING TIME 

(sec) 

36 148 0.340977 

72 148 0.359098 

136 148 0.360012 

288 148 0.363901 

576 148 0.36786 

1152 148 0.370021 

2304 148 0.373452 

4608 148 0.376978 

 

The first column of table 6 defines different record size whereas the second column defines fixed 

certificate size. The third column shows the total processing time for different data size. Figure 31 

shows the visual representation of Table 6. 
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Figure 31. Record size vs total processing time. 
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TABLE 7 

GENERAL ARCHITECTURE VS PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE VIA PROCESSING TIME 

General Architecture Proposed Architecture 
Change In Time 

In Percentage NDEF 

Packet Size 

(byte) 

Processing Time 

(sec) 

Packet Size 

(byte) 

Processing 

Time (sec) 

354 0.232006 666 0.340977 32 

388 0.242008 700 0.359098 33 

422 0.243100 734 0.360012 32 

456 0.243805 768 0.363901 33 

490 0.259940 802 0.367860 29 

524 0.261008 836 0.369987 29 

558 0.272362 870 0.373032 27 

592 0.279763 904 0.377997 26 

626 0.28745 938 0.382265 25 

660 0.291003 972 0.387424 25 

694 0.299123 1006 0.391163 24 
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First, two columns of Table 7 consist of NDEF message size and processing time of general 

architecture. Third and fourth columns explain the proposed NDEF message size and processing 

time of the proposed system. Figure 32 demonstrate the graphical representations of Table 7. 

 

Figure 32. Processing time of general architecture vs the proposed architecture. 
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5.3 Case Studies: Certificate, Data 

The proposed architecture is based on secure protocol. The secure protocol process the 

NDEF messages and then decide either data store in Handset memory or discard from the system. 

On the other hand, SE has also some security properties, such as store some important credential 

into it and whenever it needed then the received data can use that.  

In this section, we are going to compare our architecture with General architecture of NFC 

and show that how our architecture is giving more security that SE based architecture. This 

comparison is done by some case studies. Table 8 listed all the case studies. 

TABLE 8 

CASE STUDIES OF GENERAL ARCHITECTURE AND THE PROPOSED 

ARCHITECTURE 

CHECK ITEMS GENERAL 

ARCHITECTURE 

THE PROPOSED 

ARCHITECTURE 

Modified Certificate Fail Pass 

Modified Data Fail Pass 

Modified Certificate and Data Fail Pass 

Jamming Attack Fail  Fail 

Not-Modified Certificate and 

Data 

Pass Pass 
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5.3.1 Impact of Modified Certificate  

We are assuming the attacker using a malicious tag to transmit data. The tag does not have 

a valid certificate. The attacker makes his own certificate and injects desired data into the tag. 

  The proposed Architecture: Process starts with asking for a certificate through handshake 

protocol. Then receiver side gets the certificate, then certificate verification block check the 

certificate. Here, the stored public key cannot decrypt the received certificate, as it is different from 

original certificate. Therefore, the proposed secure protocol terminates the connection through the 

alert protocol. 

  Existing Architecture: Existing architecture does not have any field to check certificate 

so the malicious data can enter into the device. 

5.3.2 Impact of Modified Data 

We are assuming Certificate is authorized certificate but attacker changes the data. 

  The proposed Architecture: Process starts with asking for a certificate through handshake 

protocol. Then receiver side gets the certificate. Certificate verification block check the certificate. 

Here, the stored public key decrypt the certificate and compare each field with stored certificate. 

NDEF message arrives and signature verification block processes the data. Here when the 

signature verification block generates the hash value for record message and compares the hash 

value with the signed hash value mismatch happens. The proposed system discards the whole data 

and terminates the connection through the alert protocol. 

  Existing Architecture: Data directly come to the handset memory and store. Then it 

verifies the signature of data. As the data is malicious, when it stores in handset memory it can be 

a great threaten for the device.  
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5.3.3 Impact of Modified Certificate and Data  

In this case, data and certificate both are malicious. 

The Proposed Architecture: Process starts with asking for a certificate through handshake 

protocol. Then receiver side gets the certificate. Certificate verification block check the certificate. 

Here, the stored public key cannot decrypt the received certificate, as it is different from original 

certificate. Therefore, the proposed secure protocol terminates the connection through the alert 

protocol. 

  Existing Architecture: Existing architecture does not have any field to check certificate 

so the malicious data can enter into the device. 

5.3.4 Impact of Jamming Attack 

In this scenario, if there are two tags in a same poster, (one tag is malicious) and when a 

NFC-enabled device (receiver device) taps on one of the tags, interference occurs among them. 

Here, general architecture is not able to detect the malicious tag and store whatever data it gets. 

On the other hand, the secure protocol is not able to get data as interference is occurred. Therefore, 

no data transmits from any tag. So, both architecture is failed to detect the malicious tag. 

5.3.5 Impact of Not-Modified Certificate and Data 

 In this case, both architecture allow the data to store in handset memory. The Proposed 

protocol checks every field of NDEF message through certificate verification block and signature 

verification block. For this case, it passes all those blocks and store data.  

5.4 Alert Messages for the Proposed Secure Protocol 

The Proposed secure protocol has an alert protocol, this protocol mainly monitor the entire 

secure protocol. If there is, any problem happens in the processing of NDEF message alert protocol 
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gives alert messages and terminate the whole process. Here, Table 9 lists messages of alert protocol 

for different conditions. 

TABLE 9 

ALERT MESSAGES FOR THE PROPOSED SECURE PROTOCOL 

ISSUES CHECKPOINT ALERT MESSAGES 

Modified Certificate Certificate Verification 

Block 

BAD CERTIFICATE 

Modified Data Signature Verification 

Block 

DATA CORRUPTED 

Certificate not in the CR Certificate Verification 

Block 

NO CERTIFICATE 

Certificate Expire Certificate verification 

block 

CERTIFICATE EXPIRE 

 

The first column of Table 9 lists several issues regarding modification of certificate, data etc. The 

second column explains all the checkpoints and the third column shows alert messages for 

respective issues. 
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CHAPTER 6   

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Near Field Communication is a very promising technology, but it also faces verity of 

security threats. In this research work, we propose a secure protocol to prevent some attacks. We 

hope our proposed system and experimental results motivate scholars to do further study in this 

field. Existing NFC based devices can be upgraded by our proposed system to provide better 

security. This chapter concludes the work and offers some future extensions. 

6.1 Conclusions 

Popularity and demand for the NFC applications are rapidly growing in recent years. NFC 

also confronts different types of attacks. Literature survey demonstrates that, researchers propose 

new procedures to overcome those attacks. This is a growing technology and it has several 

advantages over other technologies, so it needs more improvements. Part of our experiment 

demonstrates that, NFC consumes less power compare to Bluetooth while transferring files. For a 

file size of approximately 2600 KB, NFC technology helps to save 17.538 watt/second energy 

compare to Bluetooth. The NFC technology also takes less time to transfer files. As an example, 

for 1600 KB file, it saves 13 sec compare with Bluetooth. Therefore, it is clear that NFC is very 

efficient technology and it needs more concerns. The proposed system gives a solution towards 

NFC to overcome some existing issues. The proposed system consists of certificate based NDEF 

message and a secure protocol. The proposed secure protocol processes all incoming NDEF 

messages and then stores it in the handset memory. The secure protocol checks the authenticity of 

the sender. Experimental results of secure protocol shows, that it can handle different sizes NDEF 

messages efficiently. Processing time of the secure protocol is not linearly increasing with increase 
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of record sizes; which give us a sense, that it is efficient to process bigger records. The average 

processing time of the proposed secure protocol is 0.364037 seconds for (36-4608) bytes of 

records. The processing time of the proposed secure protocol is longer than existing system:  on 

average, the proposed protocol takes 32 percent (approximately 10-20 milliseconds) more time 

compare to the general system. However, it delivers better security by detecting certificate 

modification, message modification, etc. over the existing system. 

6.2 Future Extensions 

 The proposed secure protocol for NFC can be extended in following features: 

 To implement the secure protocol in embedded chip. 

 To handle the smart card system, for NFC technology, by using the proposed protocol. 

 To model an NFC-based health care system by using this proposed protocol 

architecture. 
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